Sully School - FOUNDATION PHASE PLANNING- YEAR Nursery – WC 08/02/21
Four Purposes - EIC - are knowledgeable about their culture, community, society and the world
Languages, Literacy and Communication - Mathematics and Numeracy - Science and Technology - Humanities - Health and Well-Being - Expressive Arts
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Literacy
LO: To become aware of the sound i’
Watch Mrs Thomas’s video introducing the sound ‘i’.
Can you make a sound table with objects beginning with ‘i’?
NEW STARTERS - Can you make me a colour table? Can you find some objects that are the colour green?
Numeracy
LO: To use my experience of the counting sequence of numbers and of one-to-one correspondence to count sets reliably
You can either print off the I-spy counting sheet or look at the sheet on the screen. Touch count the objects on the sheet which are associated with Chinese
New Year. Please do not worry about your child writing the numbers. They can verbally tell you the number, you could write the number for them in yellow and
they can overwrite it or if you have number cards they can point to the correct number.
Topic
LO:To find out about how Chinese New Year is celebrated
Follow the link to cBeebies https://www.bbc.co.uk/cbeebies/watch/chinese-new-year.
There are 2 clips to watch Preparing for Chinese New Year and Celebrating Chinese New Year. Tell a grown up what you have found out about Chinese New
Year.
LITERACY
LO: To experiment with a range of mark making instruments
Practise writing the letter ‘i’.
You can pour some salt onto a small plate and use a chopstick or finger to practise ‘i’.
You can use pens, pencils, crayons or chalks. If you go for a walk down to the beach you could practise writing an ‘i’ in the sand.
Please can you practise writing your name. Trace over a grown-ups writing or try to copy the letters in your name.
NEW STARTERS - Use a salt or sand tray to practise mark making with their finger. Or you could use shaving or shower foam on a tray or the shower door and
practise mark making in the foam. It’s messy but fun!
NUMERACY
LO: To show an interest in number formation
Use the salt tray or foam to practise writing some numbers. I will attach a number formation sheet to practise.
NEW STARTERS - Go on a shape hunt. Look for circles. What can you find that is a circle shape?
TOPIC
LO: To become aware of how the years were named after animals in the Chinese calendar
Listen to Miss Western read the story of the Chinese zodiac. Who won the race? How did they win the race? Was that fair? Can you find out which animal year
you were born in?
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LITERACY
LO: To make a greeting card to celebrate Chinese New Year
It is going to be the Year of the Ox in the Chinese zodiac. Use card or paper to make your own Chinese New Year card. Fold the card or paper in half and draw
a picture of an ox. I have included a template of a card design if you would prefer to colour in a card. Practise writing your name inside the card. Give your card
to someone to say Happy Chinese New Year!
NUMERACY
LO: To recognise 1p coins
At Chinese New Year the children receive red envelopes with money inside. Have you got some red paper or card? Can you make a red envelope, just fold the
paper over and and staple/sellotape/glue the sides. You will need some 1p coins. Mrs Thomas has found a good way of making some shiny coins. Mix ¼ cup of
vinegar with 1 teaspoon of salt in a jar. Add some 1p coins into the jar. Watch what happens, the salt and vinegar cleans the coins and makes them shiny!
Practise counting the coins into the envelope. Ask your grown-up to say a number and count that number of coins into the envelope.
TOPIC
LO: To become aware of where China is and some of its customs
Watch the video on seesaw of Miss Western talking about when she lived in Taiwan. How did she get there? What did she do there? What was the weather
like? Can you look in an atlas and find out where Wales is and where China is?
LITERACY
LO: To follow a book read to them and respond appropriately
Listen to Mrs Thomas read the story of Peppa Pig celebrating Chinese New Year.
You can also watch it on youtube. https://m.youtube.com/watch?v=_4p9iIuNePo
How does Peppa and her friends celebrate Chinese New Year? They helped to sweep away the old year and clean up ready for the new year. Can you do a
cleaning job to help at home? You could tidy up your toys, make your bed or lay the table.
NUMERACY
LO: To correctly sequence numbers
Follow the link to top marks maths
https://www.topmarks.co.uk/ordering-and-sequencing/chinese-dragon-ordering
Play the Chinese Dragon Game. Select ordering numbers. Start with 1-5 and if you feel it’s appropriate try 1-10.
TOPIC
LO: To make a chinese lantern
Follow the instructions on the sheet to make a chinese lantern. The sheet is on seesaw.
LITERACY
LO: To experiment with newly learned vocabulary in Mandarin
Watch the video on seesaw from our new mandarin teacher - Roxy.
NUMERACY
LO: To use the vocabulary long/short and longer than or shorter than
Do you have some noodles? Please can you cook some noodles and let them cool down. Put the noodles on a tray (you can add some oil to the noodles so they do
get sticky) and see if your child can find a long noodle and a short noodle. Can they use the vocabulary this noodle is longer than or shorter than this noodle?
If you do not have noodles you could use spaghetti, pieces of string or wool cut up into different lengths. You could use playdough rolled into ‘worms’ of
different lengths.
TOPIC
LO: To have the confidence and motivation to move in different ways
Follow the link to Cosmic Kids yoga. Join in with Jamie and follow her instructions. It is about Cracker the Dragon of Wonder.
https://m.youtube.com/watch?v=7NWzS2xziI4

